Application Note

Improving Foam Management in Gas Treatment
A collaboration project to improve gas treatment plant performance
Foaming
Foaming is a common problem in gas treatment, and is
responsible for significant loss of production in many plants
around the world. Now, a new system can prevent these
losses, and help boost gas production to optimum levels.

Figure 1. Carbon deposit build-up
in a gas treatment unit

In desulphurisation, amine-based liquids are used to remove
acid gases. In dehydration units, glycol-based liquids (MEG
or TEG) are used to remove water vapour.
Failure to remove liquids from the gas at the entry point
of a gas treatment plant (the gas contactor) results in
contamination of these processing liquids (amine or glycol)
used to remove the acid gases and water vapour.
Liquids entrained in the gas entering the contactors build up
in the amine or glycol and cause increasing problems:
•
•

short-term: many of the liquids added at the well head
are surfactants, which cause foaming and significantly
reduces production.
long term: hydrocarbon liquids can leave carbon
deposits (shown in Figure 1.) that can build up inside
the contactor and reduce its efficiency.
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92% of process failures in gas treatment
plants are due to liquid carry-over
A survey of 148 production failures in natural gas amine
plants, undertaken by Amine Experts, shows that foaming
caused by liquid carryover is a big problem.
31% of the failures were due to foaming. Normal practice
at a foaming event is to reduce the production flow rate
by 50 to 60% until de-foamer can be added and recovery
is achieved. The relative frequency of their occurrence is
shown in Figure 2.
Now, LineVu, a new detection system from Process Vision
Ltd, can be used to provide an alarm when liquid carryover
is seen in the gas entering a gas treatment plant. The alarm
output from a LineVu system can be used as an early
warning to improve on current practices, and trigger the
injection of de-foamer before foam has built to a level where
it is impacting on the plant efficiency, or gas flow has to be
reduced to help recovery from a foaming event.
In addition to the alarm, LineVu provides operators with
a live video stream of pipeline activity allowing extra
confidence in process conditions. Closer monitoring of gas/
liquid separator performance in this way can allow either an
increase in production or diagnosis of separator problems.
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Figure 2. Process failures

Commercial
The commercial arrangements for the project are designed
to lower client risk. At the start of the project, an eight-week
Data as a Service (DaaS) contract is agreed.
A decision to return equipment or extend the contract is
made at the end of the 8 week period. The project team
has the option to extend the agreement from 6 months to
5 years at lower monthly fees. DaaS agreements include all
software updates, support and warranty. If, at any time, the
system uptime is less than 90% of any particular month (due
to hardware, software or other issues within the control of
Process Vision) the DaaS service is free for that month.
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CAUSES OF
LIQUID
CARRYOVER

To use the liquid detection alarm of a LineVu system as an early warning to alert operators of a
potential foaming event, enabling engineers to add de-foaming or anti-foam agent earlier than
they can with current methods.
The causes of liquid carryover can be divided into two categories:
Operational - temporary or occasional problem
• Coalescing filter cartridge failure:
Fouling/flooding
• Coalescing filter cartridge failure:
Mechanical damage
• Coalescing filter cartridge failure:
Incorrect seating or sealing of filter cartridges
• Flow ramping:
Start-up and shutdown

Design - constant or frequent problem
• Gas flows higher than design capacity
• Liquid loading higher than design capacity
• Incorrect design: sizing, type, insufficient
straight run prior to separator
• Gas flow lower than design specification
(cyclone filters)

CLIENT
BENEFIT

Lower risk of process failure - Early detection of, and response to, a liquid breakthrough lowers
the impact of a foaming event.
Increased production - Gas flow can be optimised to maximum flow through filter system.
Lower maintenance cost - Filter cartridge performance can be monitored to extend cartridge life.
Provides evidence - Justification for filter improvements.
Optimisation - In-situ filter performance versus flow rate can be established.
Operator training - Video provides a greater insight and can be used to train operators.

DETAILS

By installing a LineVu system before the gas treatment, plant operators will be provided
with an alarm and a live video stream of separator performance. With this information,
de-foamer can be added as soon as a liquid event is detected, improving on current practices of
responding to a foam build up by monitoring differential pressure or liquid levels in downstream
vessels.
The first stage of the project is to monitor and establish the level and nature of liquid carry-over
and, if possible, establish a link between a liquid event and a foaming event. De-foamer can be
manually added to establish the optimum timing for early application.

DATA

The team will review historical data regarding the impact of foaming at the site then compare
data with LineVu to determine the financial benefit for the site.

Million Dollar Mission
This application qualifies as a Process Vision Million Dollar Mission.
A collaborative team of engineers from Process Vision and site engineers will
be selected for the project with the aim of producing $1M extra profit for the client.
This can be achieved by a combination of increased production and decreased
maintenance costs using a LineVu system to improve operational excellence.
At the project kick-off, areas are highlighted where potential improvements could be
made if liquid carryover is monitored and managed better than with current practices. An
implementation plan is agreed that encourages, team spirit, enthusiasm and commitment.
Baseline data is collected to ensure that project results are measurable and achievable.
All team members receive a mission patch and badge, operational excellence certificate and
commendation that may be added to their employment record.
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